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S 2 per cent In addition they hold b" conven
tion liquid assets (Treasury bills and money at
call and short notice) equal to at least 28 per cent
of their deposits the ratio being 30 7 per cent in
1965 These liquid as^ts are easily transferable
into cash Their remaining assets are more
remunerative the majority being advances made
to the public and earning a rate of interest higher
than Bank Pate In 1965 cash held by the
commercial banks amounted to £739 million
whereas the public had deposits with the banks
totalling £8 989 million Thus the banting sys
tern can create money it does so by accepting
bank deposits far in excess of the cash held to
meet demands for these deposits
The Control ol Commercial Banks
The first step in any credit squeeze is to put
pressure on the commercial banks by reducin"
their liquidity so causing them to restrict their
advances to would be investors This can be
done m two mam wavs The first is by open
mart et operations in which the Bank deliberately
sells more government stock than it otherwise
would The purchasers pay by cheque and thus
create a debt from the commercial banks to the
Bank of England Such debts have to be settled
in cash and so pressure is put on the banks
liquidity The second is Sank Sate If Bank
Bate is raised it has the immediate effect of raising
the rate of discount on Treasury Bills A high
rate of discount on these makes them appear
attractive investments to those who do not
normally buy them and the commercial banks
find it difficult to get as many of them as they
would like So again there is pressure on the
banks liquidity
Faced by such pressure the banks have to take
steps to restore their liquidity either by selling
securities or by calling in advances Neither
method brings in much cash directly for since
the banks will be paid by cheque rather than m
cash they have to go on until the depletion of
deposits caused by the paying of these cheques
cuts down the total of deposits to the level where
liquid assets once again represent 30 per cent of
the total To this there ib one major exception
if the Bank of England buys the securities the
banks sell—and the need to ensure an orderly
market may force it to do so—then selling securi
ties brings more cash into the banks and thus
enables them to replenish their liquidity
Since 1958 the monetary authorities have had
the power to call upon the banks to make special
deposits in cash, with the Bank of England Un
Like other deposits of the banks with the Bank of
England special deposits cannot be treated as
forming part of the liquid assets of commercial
banks This ib in effect another way of putting
pressure on the liquidity position of banks the
necessity of making such deposits could force
them to sell securities or reduce advances
Special deposits amounted to 0 6 per cent of
the banks total deposits in 1965
Bank Advances and Other Credit
Bank advances are the simplest of all forms of
credit the customer is just given the right to
sign cheques beyond his credit account and inter
est is charged on the overdraft In the late 1950s
a new form of advance—the personal loan—was
introduced by some banks These are granted to
customers who would not earlier have been
 retarded as credit worthv A hipher rate i f
interest is charged than on ordinary overdraft6-
and more specific rules about repayment are laid
down
Most advances however are made to bit mess
particularly to small busmesh and to farmers In
business the common practice is to finance w orking
capital—stocks and work m progress—out of bank
advances ind to depend on more permanent
forms of borrowing for the purchase of flsed
capital But there are no fixed rules busmeso
gets its finance wherever it can and m fact tLere
is such a variety of ways m which it can get
capital that a squeeze on bank advances alonr is
not -a effective as might be expected Big
businesses in practice scarcely suffer at all for
they are in the best position to tap other sources
of credit Quite a good example is provided by
the hire purchase finance companies During the
credit squeeze of 1950-58 the banks were asked bj
the Chancellor of the Exchequer to hold down
advances and m particular not to increase ad
vances to hire purchase finance companies They
did so but the companies had no difficulty in
getting the money they needed by borrowing
direct from the public at high rates of interest
The real sufferers tend to be small businesses and
professional people who do find it hard to obtain
credit elsewhere but even they may be able to do
so for instance by taking out a mortgage on
then- property or by buying their equipment on
hire purchase where previously they had paid
cosh or by cashing some national savings
The Eadchffe Committee discussed at length
how effective a squeeze on the banks was likely to
be and m general their conclusion was that it was
not likely to be very effective because most bor
rowers would usually find other sources of credit
The other sources would usually be more espen
sive but they thought this mattered very little
as interest payments form only a small part of
most business costs except m very highly capital
ised industries most of which are now publicly
owned Interest does matter in housing the
monthly interest payments due on a mortgage to
a building society can go up substantially when
the rate of interest goes up although usually
for existing as opposed to new mortgages no
more money is asked for instead the term of the
mortgage in years is extended But in hire
purchase where service charges far exceed the
interest element m any loan interest is of trivial
importance
The Stock Exchange
The banks through their advances are the mam
providers of short term credit but most long
term credit is provided through the Stock Ex
change In 1965 the total market value of all
securities traded on the Stock Exchange was
£75 000 million, of which £57 000 million repre
sented stocks or shares m public companies
There are three mam types JDebeiiiure Stock is
simply a fixed interest loan Preference StocJe is
a fixed interest loan with provisions for waiving
the interest if the company fails to earn profits
Preference shareholders cannot get a company
declared bankrupt if it does not pay them a dm
dend but Debenture holders can. The third
type—and much the most important—is Ortbnant
Stores Nominally the owner of an Ordinary
Share is a part-owner of the company concerned
with most of the rights of ownership He has no
right to any particular dividend or interest pay

